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Abstract

Restricted migration of periodic and sporadic tasks on uniform multiprocessors is considered.
On multiprocessors, job migration can cause a prohibitively high overhead — particularly in
real-time systems where accurate timing is essential. However, if periodic tasks do not maintain
state between separate invocations, different jobs of the same task may be allowed to execute on
different processors — i.e., restricted migration may be permitted. On uniform multiprocessors,
each processor has an associated speed. A job executing on a processor of speed s for t units of
time will perform s×t units of work. A utilization-based test for restricted migration on uniform
multiprocessors is provided where each processor schedules jobs using the Earliest Deadline First
(EDF) scheduling algorithm.
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1 Introduction

In hard real-time systems, correctness is determined not only by considering the output of the

system, but also by considering its timing characteristics. Each job submitted to a real-time system

has a deadline and it is imperative that execution completes by this deadline. On multiprocessor

real-time systems, there are several different processors upon which jobs may execute. These

processors may all be the same, in which case the multiprocessor is identical, or they may differ

in some way. This paper considers real-time systems that use uniform multiprocessors. Each

processor of a uniform multiprocessor has an associated speed. If a processor with speed s executes

a job for t time units, then s× t units of work are performed.

Real-time systems often contain periodic tasks. These tasks generate jobs that are repeated at

regular intervals of time. Each periodic task has an associated utilization, which is the proportion

of processor capacity the task requires if it is executed on a unit-speed processor. A periodic task

set is a real-time system that is comprised solely of periodic tasks. Task utilization can be used to

devise a schedulability test which determines if all jobs can be guaranteed to meet their deadline

when scheduled using a particular scheduling algorithm. For example, Liu and Layland [4] showed

that on uniprocessors all jobs will meet their deadlines using the Earliest Deadline First (EDF)

scheduling algorithm if the total utilization of all tasks is at most 1.

Some real-time systems may allow jobs to migrate between processors by permitting an execut-

ing job to be interrupted and to restart on a different processor. However, for some multiprocessors,

the overhead incurred when a job migrates can be prohibitively high. In these systems, jobs should

execute only on the processor upon which they began their execution. When considering periodic

task sets, there are three possible levels of migration:

Full migration If a job is interrupted, it may resume execution on any processor.

Partitioning Each task is assigned to a single processor. All jobs of a given task must execute on

the processor to which the task is assigned.

Restricted migration Each job must execute on only one processor. However, different jobs of

the same periodic task can execute on different processors.
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Figure 1: Scheduling tasks with restricted migration.

If a periodic task set is scheduled with full migration, a global scheduler must be employed. A

global scheduler is a single scheduler that makes the scheduling decisions for all the processors of a

multiprocessor system. On the other hand, a partitioned periodic task set may be scheduled using

a partitioned scheduler. Partitioned schedulers have a separate scheduler for each processor. Each

scheduler in a partitioned scheduler can employ uniprocessor scheduling techniques. Periodic tasks

sets that are scheduled using restricted migration may use a combination of global and partitioned

scheduling. When a periodic task generates a new job, the global scheduler assigns the job to a

processor and the partitioned scheduler for the given processor determines when the job should

execute. Figure 1 illustrates a restricted migration scheduling scheme.

This paper considers restricted migration scheduling of periodic task sets on uniform multi-

processors. In particular, we present a schedulability test for restricted migration scheduling of

task sets using EDF on each processor. Restricted migration is most appropriate for tasks which

have little or no state shared between successive jobs. In this case, the overhead of moving a task

(but not a job) to a different processor is very low. While partitioning also reduces the migration

overhead of a system, partitioned systems may be too restrictive. In particular, the partitions must

be determined before the system begins execution. Thus, dynamic systems in which tasks may

join or leave may not be appropriate for partitioned systems. Restricted migration systems can
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be used to schedule these dynamic task systems provided that the system is always guaranteed to

satisfy the schedulability test provided in this paper. Furthermore, partitioning may force the load

on the processors to be highly imbalanced [2]. If different jobs may execute on different processors,

the load on the processors may be more consistent. Thus, restricted migration adds a degree of

flexibility to the system and allows for load balancing.

Restricted migration was considered for identical multiprocessors by Baruah and Carpenter [2].

To our knowledge, restricted migration has never been considered for uniform multiprocessors. This

paper introduces a restricted migration schedulability test which can be used to guarantee deadlines

will be met if the job scheduler on each processor is EDF [4, 3]. In addition, we introduce the

concept of semi-partitioning and provide a schedulability test for semi-partitioning with restricted

migration. Finally, we introduce virtual processors, which may be used to recapture spare capacity

when scheduling with semi-partitioning and we provide a schedulability test for semi-partitioning

with restricted migration using virtual processors.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the model and

definitions we will be using. Section 3 defines the restricted migration algorithm r-EDF in more

detail and introduces a schedulability test for r-EDF. In addition, we define semi-partitioning in this

section and introduce a schedulability test for semi-partitioned r-EDF. Section 4 introduces virtual

processors and provides a schedulability test for semi-partitioned r-EDF with virtual processors. In

addition, we describe the global scheduler r-SVP which schedules semi-partitioned systems with

virtual processors. Finally, in Section 5 we conclude and discuss areas for further research.

2 Model and definitions

The notation π = [s1, s2, . . . , sm] denotes the uniform multiprocessor with m processors of speeds

s1, s2, . . . , sm respectively, with s1 ≥ s2 ≥ · · · ≥ sm. We use the notation S(π) to denote the

cumulative computing capacity of all of π’s processors: S(π) def=
∑m

i=1 si.

A real-time system is a set of jobs that are executed on a given processing platform. Each

job is characterized by three parameters: its arrival time, a, its execution requirement, e,

and its deadline d. The job j = (a, e, d) must receive e units of execution in the time interval
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[a, d). A job is said to be active at any time t, where a ≤ t < d. Note that a job is considered

active until its deadline d even if the job’s execution completes before d. Jobs are scheduled using

a scheduling algorithm. If a set of jobs meets all its deadlines when scheduled using algorithm A

on the processing platform π, the job set is said to be A-schedulable on π.

Periodic and sporadic task systems. A periodic real-time task T = (e, p) [4, 5] is charac-

terized by the two parameters execution requirement e and period p. A periodic task generates an

infinite sequence of jobs, each with an execution requirement of at most e units. Successive jobs

are generated p time units apart, and each job has a deadline p time units after its arrival time. A

sporadic real-time task [6] is similar to a periodic task with the exception that p is the minimum

interarrival time of successive jobs. Thus, if a job generated by the sporadic task T = (e, p) arrives

at time a, it has a worst-case execution time e and a deadline p+a. However, the next job generated

by T may arrive at any time t ≥ a + p. A task system τ = {T1, . . . , Tn} of tasks is comprised of

several periodic or sporadic tasks, with each task Ti having execution requirement ei and period pi.

We refer to the quantity ui
def= ei/pi as the utilization of task Ti. For system τ , Usum(τ) def=∑

Ti∈τ ui is referred to as the cumulative utilization (or simply utilization) of τ . Similarly,

Umax(τ) def= maxTi∈τ ui is referred to as the largest utilization in τ , and Umin(τ) def= minTi∈τ ui is

referred to as the smallest utilization in τ .

We will refer to a (uniform multiprocessor, task system) ordered pair as a uniform multipro-

cessor system; when clear from context, we may simply refer to it as a system.

3 Restricting migration

In this section, we determine a schedulability test for restricted migration scheduling on uniform

multiprocessors. Figure 1 illustrates a general restricted migration scheduler. In this algorithm,

each job generated by a periodic or sporadic task is submitted to a global scheduler which determines

which processor the job should be scheduled on. The global scheduler then submits the job to the

scheduler associated with that processor. In this section, we assume that the job scheduler on

each processor is using the preemptive EDF scheduling algorithm. We denote this algorithm r-EDF.

Thus, for r-EDF the job scheduler on each processor in Figure 1 is preemptive EDF.
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By the optimality of preemptive EDF on uniprocessors [4], the total utilization of tasks scheduled

on a processor of speed s must be less than or equal to s. Therefore, a job generated by a task

with utilization u can be assigned to a processor of speed s whenever the active jobs assigned to

the given processor are generated by tasks that have a total utilization no more than (s− u). This

reasoning is used to determine the following utilization-based r-EDF-schedulability test for uniform

multiprocessor systems.

Theorem 1 Let π be any m-processor uniform multiprocessor and let τ be any task set such

Usum(τ) ≤ S(π)− (m− 1)Umax(τ). (1)

Then τ is r-EDF-schedulable on π.

Proof: We prove this theorem by contradiction. Let τ be any task set that is not r-EDF-

schedulable on π. Assume that a job of the task Ti can not be feasibly scheduled on any processor

of π and that Uact is the total utilization of active jobs at the time when Ti can not be scheduled.

Since Ti can not fit on any processor, the slack of each processor of π is less than ui. Therefore,

Uact >

m∑
j=1

(sj − ui) = S(π)−m · ui.

Now consider Uact. Since Ti has a job that has just arrived, no other job generated by Ti can

be active. On the other hand, every task of τ other than Ti may have an active job. Therefore,

Uact ≤ Usum(τ)− ui.

Combining these two inequalities gives

Usum(τ)− ui > S(π)−m · ui

⇒ Usum(τ) > S(π)− (m− 1)ui

⇒ Usum(τ) > S(π)− (m− 1)Umax(τ).
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Therefore, the theorem holds.

Notice that if Umax(τ) > sm, it is actually beneficial to consider only a subset of the processors

of π when applying this Theorem 1. In particular, if sk ≥ Umax > sk+1 for some k < m, then

S(π)− (m− 1)Umax <

k∑
i=1

si − (k − 1)Umax.

Therefore, it may be the case that the task set satisfies the test for π′ = [s1, s2, . . . , sk] but not

for π. It is easy to see that adding processors would not cause an r-EDF-schedulable task set to

become unschedulable. Since the above test applies for sporadic task sets, having a task Ti generate

jobs that are scheduled on processors sk+1, sk+2, . . . , sm does not affect the application of the test.

From the perspective of the k fastest processors of π, it simply appears as though Ti has some long

inter-arrival times for consecutive jobs. This property, called robustness, was proven to hold for

preemptive EDF by Baruah [1].

Even in cases where Umax ≤ sm, the bound determined in Theorem 1 may not be practical.

For example, if τ consists of a few tasks with large utilization and several tasks with significantly

smaller utilization, it may make more sense to reserve the fastest processors for the heaviest tasks

and allow the lighter tasks to execute only on slower processors. A task set that fails Condition 1

may be become schedulable by using a minor modification of r-EDF which takes this observation

into account. We call this modification semi-partitioning.

3.1 Semi-partitioning

Since Condition 1 may fail for systems where Umax(τ) is significantly larger than Umin(τ), we wish

to consider a scheme whereby jobs generated by a given task may only be assigned to a subset of the

processors of π. Thus, the system is somewhat partitioned because the jobs generated by a single

task are only permitted to execute on a subset of the processors of π. However, this is not a fully

partitioned system because each task may be assigned to several processors. In this modification

of r-EDF, called r-EDF(k, `), tasks are divided into two groups. The “heavy” group consists of the

k tasks with the largest utilization and the “light” group consists of all the other tasks of τ . The

heavy jobs are scheduled on the ` fastest processors of π and the light jobs are scheduled on the
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remaining processors. We call this strategy semi-partitioning because the heavy group of tasks

and the light group of tasks are executed on disjoint processors of π.

Example 1 Consider the uniform multiprocessor π = [8, 3, 3] and the task set τ comprised of 21

tasks with u1 = 4, u2 = u3 = 1, u4 = u5 = . . . = u11 = 0.5, and u12 = u13 = . . . = u21 = 0.1. Thus,

Usum(τ) = 11 and Umax(τ) = 4 and Condition 1 does not hold (11 > 14− 2 · 4) so this system may

not be r-EDF-feasible. However, the system is r-EDF(3,1)-feasible since the utilization of the first

3 tasks is 6 so these jobs can be r-EDF scheduled on the fastest processor of π1. Also, applying

Theorem 1 to π′ = [3, 3] and τ ′ with Umax(τ ′) = 0.5 and Usum(τ ′) = 5, we see that 5 ≤ 6 − 1 · 0.5,

therefore the 18 light tasks of τ can be r-EDF scheduled on the two slowest processors of π.

Example 1 illustrates that a system which fails Condition 1 may be r-EDF(k, `)-schedulable

using semi-partitioning. Notice that r-EDF(k, `)-schedulability can be tested by simply applying

Condition 1 twice. The following theorem formalizes this observation.

Theorem 2 Let π be any uniform multiprocessor and let τ be any task set. Assume the n tasks

of τ are indexed according to utilization, ui ≥ ui+1 for all 1 ≤ i < n. If

k∑
i=1

ui ≤
∑̀
j=1

sj − (`− 1)u1 and
n∑

i=k+1

ui ≤
m∑

j=`+1

sj − (m− `− 1)uk+1

then τ is r-EDF(k, `)-schedulable on π.

If the two conditions in Theorem 2 are added together, the resulting condition is

Usum(τ) ≤ S(π)− (`− 1)Umax(τ)− (m− `− 1)uk+1.

The right hand side of this equation is never smaller than the right hand side of Condition 1, and

it may be significantly larger if uk+1 << Umax(τ). Also, if the largest utilization is larger than the

speed of one or more processors some of the tasks are defacto semi-partitioned even if it is scheduled

using r-EDF as opposed to r-EDF(k, `). For example, since the heaviest task of τ in Example 1 has

utilization larger than the speed of the two slower processors of π, we can see that it can only be
1On a single processor r-EDF and EDF generate the same schedule.
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executed on the fastest processor of π even if the system had not been semi-partitioned. Thus,

task sets with widely divergent utilizations may benefit from semi-partitioning — particularly if

Umax(τ) > sm. These two observations lead us to consider two natural ways to determine how to

semi-partition a system.

• If Umax(τ) > sm, determine the index ` such that s` ≥ Umax(τ) > s`+1 and determine the

largest index k for which the first condition of Theorem 2 holds. Test if the second condition

of Theorem 2 holds for the given k and `.

• Otherwise, consider the tasks of τ . If Umax(τ) >> Umin(τ), then semi-partitioning may be

useful because of the widely divergent utilizations of τ . If there is some point where the

utilization decreases significantly, let Tk be the heaviest task before this decrease. If there is

no point at which the utilization decreases significantly, then let k = bn/2c. Once k is chosen,

determine the smallest index ` for which the first condition of Theorem 2 holds. Test if the

the second condition of Theorem 2 holds for the given k and `.

Of course, it is possible that the second condition does not hold. In this case, semi-partitioning

can be done several times. The system can be semi-partitioned as many as m−1 times, where m−1

semi-partitions results in a fully partitioned system. The notation r-EDF(n1,m1;n2,m2; . . . ;nk,mk)

denotes the r-EDF schedule with the following restrictions

Tasks T1, T2, . . . , Tn1 execute only on processors s1, s2, . . . , sm1

Tasks Tn1+1, Tn1+2, . . . , Tn2 execute only on processors sm1+1, sm1+2, . . . , sm2

...

Tasks Tnk+1, Tnk+2, . . . , Tn execute only on processors smk+1, smk+2, . . . , sm.

Thus, the test for r-EDF(n1,m1;n2,m2; . . . ;nk,mk)-schedulability would involve k + 1 applications

of Theorem 1, each of which must be satisfied.

4 Virtual processors

Example 1 in the previous section illustrates that a system that does not satisfy Condition 1 can still

be schedulable using a minor modification of r-EDF. Notice that the first partition in this example
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schedules the three heaviest tasks on a single processor of speed 8. Since the total utilization of

these three tasks is 6, there are 2 units of spare capacity available which can be “loaned” to the

system (π′, τ ′) if necessary. For example, if 6 more tasks with execution utilization 0.1 were added

to τ , Usum(τ ′) becomes 5.6 and Condition 1 fails on the system (π′, τ ′) unless π′ “borrows” of

capacity from the faster partition. Thus the fastest processor of π would be divided into 2 virtual

processors — one processor of speed 6 devoted to the heaviest tasks of τ and one processor of

speed 2 devoted to τ ′. Once the 2 units of capacity are borrowed, Condition 1 is satisfied since

5.6 ≤ (6 + 2)− 2 · 0.5. (We now subtract 2 · 0.5 instead of 1 · 0.5 because π′ = [2, 3, 3].)

If capacity can be borrowed, we have more flexibility in determining the semi-partitioning points

for π and τ (i.e., in determining k and `). For example, since the heaviest task of τ in Example 1

can only be executed on the fastest processor of π and all the remaining tasks can be executed on

any of the processors of π, a natural partitioning would be to only allow T1 to be semi-partitioned

onto the fastest processor and allow the remaining tasks to be semi-partitioned onto the slower two

processors. Applying Condition 1 to this partition gives

4 ≤ 8− 0 and 7 ≤ 6− 1.

The second test clearly fails. However, if the 4 units of spare capacity remaining from the first test

are given to the second partition, we have

4 ≤ 4− 0 and 7 ≤ 10− 2.

Therefore, this system can be scheduled with the given semi-partition provided the fastest processor

is divided into two virtual processors. We use the notation r-EDF(k, `, c) to denote this type

of semi-partitioning. Thus, the semi-partition with virtual processor discussed above is denoted

r-EDF(1, 1, 4).

Definition 1 Let π be any uniform multiprocessor and let τ be any task set. Assume the n tasks

of τ are indexed according to utilization, ui ≥ ui+1 for all 1 ≤ i < n. Then r-EDF(k, `, c) in-

dicates the scheduling algorithm in which tasks T1, T2, . . . , Tk are r-EDF-scheduled on processors

s1, s2, . . . , s`−1, s`−c and tasks Tk+1, Tk+2, . . . , Tn are r-EDF-scheduled on processors c, s`+1, s`+2, . . . , sm.
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Thus, the `′th processor of π is divided into two virtual processors — one with capacity (s` − c)

which is used by the first semi-partition and one with capacity c which is used in the second

semi-partition.

Determining appropriate semi-partitions with virtual processors is similar to determining ap-

propriate semi-partitions without virtual processors, though one step is added to the process. Once

an appropriate k and ` have been determined check if the semi-partition is r-EDF(k, `)-schedulable

using Theorem 2. If this test fails, let

c =
∑̀
j=1

sj − (`− 1)u1 −
k∑

i=1

ui.

Then c is the spare capacity in the first semi-partition which can be loaned to the second semi-

partition. Test if the system is r-EDF(k, `, c)-schedulable by checking if (π′, τ ′) is an r-EDF-

schedulable system, where π′ = [c, s`+1s`+2, . . . , sm] and τ ′ = {Tk+1, Tk+2, . . . , Tn}.

Theorem 3 Let π be any uniform multiprocessor and let τ be any task set. Assume the n tasks

of τ are indexed according to utilization, ui ≥ ui+1 for all 1 ≤ i < n. If

k∑
i=1

ui ≤
∑̀
j=1

sj − (`− 1)u1,

c =
∑̀
j=1

sj − (`− 1)u1 −
k∑

i=1

ui < s`, and

n∑
i=k+1

ui ≤
m∑

j=`+1

sj + c− (m− `)uk+1

then τ is r-EDF(k, `,c)-schedulable on π.

Just as semi-partitioning without virtual processors can be repeated several times, so can semi-

partitioning with virtual processors. The main difference is that while (m − 1) semi-partitions

without virtual processors results in a fully partitioned system, the same does not hold for semi-

partitioning with virtual processors.
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4.1 Scheduling with virtual processors

The previous two sections introduces three variations of r-EDF — one with no partitioning, one with

semi-partitioning and one with semi-partitioning and virtual processors. All these variations use

the EDF scheduling algorithm on the processors. The difference between these variations of r-EDF is

determined by the global scheduler they use to assign jobs to processors as the tasks generate them.

In this section, we describe r-SVP — the restricted migration semi-partitioning global scheduler with

virtual processors. The other variations of global schedulers can be determined by removing the

implementation of the semi-partitioning and/or the virtual processor from the r-SVP scheduler.

The r-SVP scheduler maintains the mapping from semi-partitions to virtual processors, the

mapping from virtual processors to actual system processors, and the current available capacity on

each virtual processor. These parameters are maintained in the arrays SemiPartMap and ProcGap

respectively. SemiPartMap is an s × 2 array, where s is the number of semi-partitions in the sys-

tem. SemiPartMap contains the minimum and maximum processor indices associated with each

semi-partition, denoted SemiPartMap(∗,min) and SemiPartMap(∗,max), respectively. The indices

point to the minimum and maximum indices in the array ProcGap that are associated with the

semi-partitions. They are not the actual processor numbers associated with the semi-partition.

SemiPartMap is not changed after initialization. ProcGap is a v × 2 array, where v is the num-

ber of virtual processors in the system. ProcGap contains the available capacity, or gap for each

virtual processor and the actual processor number associated with the virtual processor, denoted

ProcGap(∗,gap) and ProcGap(∗,proc), respectively. ProcGap(∗,gap) is initialized with the gap on

each virtual processor and ProcGap(∗,proc) with its system processor number. The gap is modi-

fied when jobs are assigned to the virtual processor and when their deadlines arrive. The system

processor assignment never changes. The pseudo-code for r-SVP is shown in Figure 4.1.

When a job is generated by a task and submitted to the r-SVP global scheduler, it must provide

three parameters: the semi-partition that the task belongs to, sp, the task’s utilization, uj , and the

job’s deadline d. r-SVP then assigns the job to the processor sj in the semi-partition sp with the

largest gap. ProcGap(sj ,gap) is decreased by uj to reflect the arrival of the job. Also, an interrupt

is set to increase ProcGap(sj ,gap) by uj when the deadline is reached. Since r-SVP uses the values

in ProcGap(sj ,gap) to determine the processor assignments, it is essential that the interrupts that
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function r-SVP(job, sp, util, d)
%Submit job with utilization = util and
% deadline = d to some processor in
% semi-partition sp
vproc← sj such that ProcGap(sj , gap) = max gap in sp
if ProcGap(vproc,gap)< util

Error
exit

proc← ProcGap(vproc,proc)
submit job to processor proc
ProcGap(vproc,gap)← ProcGap(vproc,gap)−util
set interrupt to increase ProcGap(vproc,gap) by util at d

occur at job deadlines have higher priority than the r-SVP algorithm. Otherwise, if a job arrives at

another job’s deadline, r-SVP may determine that the arriving job can not fit onto any processor.

Variations and optimizations. The version of r-SVP shown in Figure 4.1 can be varied in

several ways — either to address different system requirements or to optimize the algorithm. For

example, in Figure 4.1, r-SVP assigns jobs to the processor with the largest gap. However, any

method may be used to select among the eligible processors (e.g., first fit, best fit, worst fit,

random). The choice depends on the load-balancing goal for the given system.

Also, r-SVP can be optimized if it maintains only one entry in ProcGap for each processor

in π (as opposed to one entry per virtual processor). This implementation would simplify the

bookkeeping for shared processors, though the method of choosing among eligible processors would

have to be modified slightly. For any processor si, only one semi-partition monitors the gap of its

virtual processor on si — namely the first semi-partition for which SemiPartMap(sp,min) = si. If

all other semi-partitions assign jobs to si only as a “last resort”, then these semi-partitions will

never use more capacity than is allocated to them. If some semi-partition were to use more than its

allotted capacity on the virtual processor, then the semi-partition would require more capacity than

is allotted to it. However, Theorem 1 proves that this can not happen. Of course, since there is no

test to ensure that the job actually fits on the “last resort” processor, this optimization could only

be used in cases where the application programmers are trusted to confirm the system is feasible

before submitting the system.
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5 Conclusion and future work

This paper considers EDF-scheduling of periodic and sporadic task sets on uniform multiprocessors

where restricted migration is allowed. Migrating state from one processor to another may result

in unacceptable overhead. Therefore, the scheme presented in this paper does not allow jobs to

migrate between processors — once a task generates a job and that job is assigned to a specific

processor, it can not move to any other processor. However, there are tasks that do not maintain

state between jobs. These tasks would be appropriate candidates for scheduling with restricted

migration.

We have discussed several approaches to restricted migration scheduling. First, we considered

the case where a job can be scheduled on any processor with enough available capacity and we

developed a utilization-based schedulability test for this type of task system. However, we showed

that jobs with widely divergent task utilizations may fail this test. Due to this observation, we

introduced the concept of semi-partitioning in which jobs generated by a given task may only

be executed on a subset of all the processors in the system and we showed how to modify the

schedulability test to account for this restriction. Finally, we developed a method for recapturing

the capacity that may be wasted by the semi-partitioning scheme using virtual processors and we

once again showed how to modify the schedulability test to account for these virtual processors.

This paper is a first look at restricted migration on uniform multiprocessors and there are many

more interesting avenues of research on this topic. For example, we may want to consider task

sets in which different tasks have different migration requirements — some tasks may be allowed

to execute on a single processor, some may be allow restricted migration, and some may allow

for full migration. Also, while we assumed that processors scheduled jobs using preemptive EDF,

restricted migration may be used in conjunction with any job scheduling algorithm. It would be

interesting to consider how the results in this paper would be affected if a different algorithm were

used — particularly if the algorithm did not allow for preemption. Finally, if the task set being

scheduled is dynamic, it may be interesting to consider the implications of allowing semi-partitions

to be dynamic as well.
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